
Ansteorra LoI dated 20110630

Unto Elisabeth Laurel, Juliana Pelican, Istvan Wreath, and the rest of the College of Arms, does Eirik Halfdanarson,
Bordure Herald, send greetings. This will be my first letter of intent as Bordure and I would like to thank Andrewe
Bawldwyn for his help and support in the transition of office. 

It is the intent of the College of Heralds of Ansteorra to register the following items. Unless otherwise noted, the
submitter has no desire for authenticity and allows any changes.

1: Aedammair inghean Phadraig  New Name & New Device

Per chevron inverted argent and gules, an oak tree eradicated and two acorns
counterchanged.

Submitter desires a feminine name.
Client requests authenticity for 13th14th Celt Irish.
Culture (13th14th century) most important.

Name Documentation

< Áedammair> OC&M, p.13 derived from <Áed> name of a virgin saint.

< Áedammair> Stokes, Whitley, ed. "The Martyrology of Gorman". Henry Bradshaw Society, Volume IX published by
Harrison and Sons in 1895. On page vii it states that the original manuscript was composed in the latter part of the
12th century and transcribed around 1630.

p. 18 under the entry for January 18 lists:

<Aedammair chaidh> and a footnote notes her as:

<ógh, ingen Áodha> which says she is the daughter of <Aodh>.

< inghean> daughter of

< Phadraig> OC&M, p.152 <Pátraic Padraig>.

Also in Mari Elspeth nic Bryan's article titled "Index of Names in Irish Annals: Pádraig" which can be viewed at:
http://www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Padraig.shtml

<Pádraig> is dated 7 times and found in the years: 1205, 1206, 1216, 1255, 1264, 1265, 1432, 1469, 1470, 1481,
1486, 1488, 1493, 1495, 1505, 1514, 1534, 1578.

Submitted as <Áedammair inghean Phadraig>, we removed the accent on the A to conform with the rest of the
name.

2: Aidan MacCrae  New Name & New Device

Per chevron azure and gules a pavilion and a base rayonny Or.

Submitter desires a masculine name.
Sound (ā  don McCrā) most important.

Documentation Provided:

<Aidan> In Mari Elspeth nic Bryan's article "Index of Names in Irish Annals: Áedán" lists

http://www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Padraig.shtml


<Aidan> In Mari Elspeth nic Bryan's article "Index of Names in Irish Annals: Áedán" lists
<Aidain> dated 763768 and <Aidhain> dated to 787.

<MacCrae> Black, p.560 under the header <MacRae, MacRay> lists Mackcra, Mackra, and Mackcrae all dated to
1650. He also lists McKra 1511, and McKraa 1538.

Originally submitted as Aedan McCrae on the second line of the form, the form had Adain McCray on the first line of
the form as the registered name. In commentary, the submitter indicated he preferred <Aidan McCrae>. The
submitter's documentation does not support this; however, he allows all changes, so the name was changed to Aidan
in Kingdom and the Mc was expanded to Mac.

Also, the possible aural conflict with Aidan Mackay: registered in March of 1997 (via Meridies) was mentioned in
Kingdom. We felt that this is a call for Pelican to make.

3: Alaric Styrr  New Badge

OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it appears in February of 1992, via the Middle.

(Fieldless) A fist sable.

In Kingdom commentary there was mention of offensiveness from similarity with the Black
Power movement of the American 1960's and 1970's. Most commenters did not find the
armory submitted reminded them of the Black Power movement until the reference was
mentioned in commentary.

Also, there was mentioned in commentary of similarity with the badge of the medeival Sicilian Mafia. Qouting the
December 1983 LoAR:

[December 1983 LoAR, RMiddle]

Naila di Salerno. Submitted as Thalia di Salerno of the Black Palm. Per fess azure and Or, a dolphin
naiant Or and a palm frond sable.

NOTE: Thalia was the Muse of Comedy and the daughter of Zeus. The Hebrew name Taliah was coined in
the first part of this century. Thus Thalia is not acceptable. The symbol of the Mafia, based in Sicily, is the
Black Hand shown with palm open. Salerno is near Sicily, so the combination di Salerno of the Black Palm
implies membership in the Mafia, which I am sure you do not wish to imply. Try "of the Black Palm Leaf" or
something similar. In order to register the nice device, I will substitute her mundane given name of Naila for
Thalia and delete "of the Black Palm." "

While we believe this precedent does not apply because the precedent refers to an Italian name and the symbol of the
Sicilian Mafia, we feel the precedent should be clarified due to the age of the precedent.

4: Andrewe Bawldwyn  New Blanket Permission to Conflict

OSCAR is unable to find the name, either registered or submitted.

Per pale indented argent and azure

Quoting the letter sent to Ragged Staff minus the name info,"..waive the full protection of my registered armory "Per
pale indented argent and azure". I grant permission to any future submitter to register armory that is at least one
countable step different from my registered armory. I understand that this permission can be withdrawn by written
notice to the Laurel Sovereign of Arms, but that conflicting items registered while it is in force will remain registered."
Signed and dated 5/31/2011.

His alternate name was registered in the 1/2011 LoAR.



This is registered under his old primary name (Jayme Dominguez del Valle) which is being switched below.

5: Andrewe Bawldwyn  New Exchange of Primary and Alternate Name

OSCAR is unable to find the name, either registered or submitted.

Submitter wishes to change his primary name(Jayme Dominguez del Valle) to an alternate persona name and make
his alternate name(Andrewe Bawldwyn) his primary name. Copy of a signed letter requesting the change sent to
Ragged Staff.

His alternate name was registered in the 1/2011 LoAR.

6: Andrewe Bawldwyn  New Release of Badge

OSCAR is unable to find the name, either registered or submitted.

Vert, two rapiers inverted in saltire argent and in chief a horseshoe inverted, a bordure wavy Or

The submitter wishes to release his badge. His device is retained. Signed letter requesting this action sent to Ragged
Staff.

This was registered under Jayme Dominguez del Valle.

His alternate name was registered in the 1/2011 LoAR.

7: Atli Karlsson  New Name & New Device

Per chevron inverted argent and sable, a dog couchant and a harp reversed
counterchanged.

Submitter desires a masculine name.
Sound (At  Lee) most important.

Documentation Provided:

<Atli> found in Geirr Bassi p.7

<Karl> found in Geirr Bassi p.12, patronymic would be Karlsson.

8: Caoilinn O'Kelly  New Name

Sound (Colleen O'Kelly) most important.

<Caoilinn>

OC&M lists <Caoilinn> on p.41:

<Cáelfind>, <Cáelainn>: <Caoilinn> shows <Caoilinn> after the colon, indicating an Early Modern Irish form. "The
best known bearer of this name was St Cáelinn, a virgin saint of the Ciarraige in Connach, whose feast day is 3
February."



The Martyrology of Donegal: A Calendar of the Saints of Ireland translated by John O'Donovan, published in Dublin by
the Irish Archaeological and Celtic Society in 1864. On p. xi, there is a statement that the original manuscript was
completedon the 19th of April, 1630:

p. 38 under the entry for February 3, an entry for this saint as the last entry under that date. The names for her listed
there are:

Caoil Fiond, ogh, no Caellainn and Caoilfionn, inghen Caoil, mic Fionnchadha

This entry can be viewed at:http://books.google.com/books?
id=zn8NAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA17&dq=The+Martyrology+of+Gorman&hl=en&ei=Pj8LTsCX Ds
JsALM4uXQAQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=3&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAjgK#v=onepage&q=Caoil&f=false

<O'Kelly>

<O'Kelly> is found in Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada's article "Names Found in Anglicized Irish Documents: Men's
Names" http://www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnglicizedIrish/Masculine.shtml

Ferreyagh O Kelly 15834

James O Kelly 1598

Thady or Teige m'Abba O'Kelly 1586

9: Charles the Grey of Mooneschadowe  Resub Device

OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it appears in September of 2002, via
Ansteorra.

Or, a tierce gules

This is a resubmission to Laurel. His submission,"Argent a tierce gules" was returned in the
June 2003 LoAR for conflict. Included is a letter of permission to conflict with "Or, a point
pointed flory counterflory gules." (Marian Greenleaf, Device, Aug 1988).

10: Cristobal de Soria  New Name & New Device

Quarterly gules and sable, a bow nocked of an arrow within a bordure Or.

Submitter desires a masculine name.

Documentation Provided:

<Cristóbal> Juliane de Luna, Spanish Names from the Late 15th Century located at
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/isabella/MensGivenAlpha.html

<de Soria> Juliane de Luna, Spanish Names from the Late 15th Century  Names from the
Account Books of Isabel la Catolica (14771504, mostly 14831504)located at
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/isabella/locative.html

11: Dietrich Wyβ  New Name

Submitter desires a masculine name.

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/isabella/locative.html
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/isabella/MensGivenAlpha.html
http://www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnglicizedIrish/Masculine.shtml
http://books.google.com/books?id=zn8NAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA17&dq=The+Martyrology+of+Gorman&hl=en&ei=Pj8LTsCXDs-JsALM4uXQAQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=3&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAjgK#v=onepage&q=Caoil&f=false


No major changes.
Language (German) most important.
Culture (German) most important.

Documentation Provided:

<Dietrich> Late Period German Masculine Given Names by Talan Gwynek (Brian M. Scott)
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/germmasc.html

<Wyβ (Wyss)> is found in Bahlow on p. 627 under the heading Wyß (freq. in Switz.): Alem. form of Weiß (Purchaard
Wyß, Zurich [sic] 1153).

12: Erin MacTavish  New Name

Submitter desires a feminine name.
Language (Irish 16th century) most important.
Culture (Irish 16th century) most important.

Documentation Provided:

<Erin> is the submitter's mundane name and a copy of her identification is enclosed.

<MacTavish> Black p.566 under surname <MacTavish> listing spellings:

<Duncan McTawisch> dated 1480

<Thomas McTaevis> dated 1515.

Also, in Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada's article titled "16th and 16th Century Anglicized Irish Surnames from
Woulfe", which can be viewed at: http://www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/Woulfe/SortedByGaelicSpelling_M3.shtml lists
"p. 410 s.n. <Mac Támhais>

<M'Cawys>, <M'Cawyshe>

Originally submitted as <Eórann MacCavish>, this was changed in Kingdom. The submitter wishes <Eórann
MacCavish>, but is aware of the issues with documenting this name in period. We do not have the resources in
Kingdom to document her preferred name.

<Eórann> is found in OCM p. 88, but is found in a story as the wife of a saint gone mad and there was no evidence of
its use outside of that story.

<MacCavish> is found in Black, p. 456 s.n. <MACAVISH>:

John Gorum Mactawys  1456, Duncan Makcawys  1475, Donald McCawis  1480, Donald M'Awis  1482, Donald
M'Cawis  1494, Henry M'Cawis  1485, Roland or Ronald Makawis  154245, John M'Caws  1532, Lauchlan
Makcawis  1532, Eugene Makcaus  1532, John McPhadrick VcAlves  1613, Duncan Ger McAves  1613, Thomas
M'Cawis  1627, Donald McGillechallum, VcEane Dow VcCavyes  1628, McAwis  1483, M'Awwishe  1595,
M'Cavss  1618, Makcawis  1545, VcKaviss  1533

Black also lists Tavish Mc cavish in 1685 and M'Cavish in 1693.

The submitter would like <MacCavish>, and while the spellings above are what the submitter would like, we were not
able to document the desired spelling in period. We are hoping that some of the commenters can help with this.

13: Gunnhildr Hróaldsdóttir  New Name

http://www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/Woulfe/SortedByGaelicSpelling_M3.shtml
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/germmasc.html


Submitter desires a feminine name.
Client requests authenticity for 9th11th Norse.
Language (9th11th Norse) most important.
Culture (9th11th Norse) most important.

<Gunnhildr> <gunnhidr> Geirr Bassi p.10 sn:"gunnhildr".

<Hróaldr> Geirr Bassi p.11 lists this as a man's Old Norse given name. p. 17 documents the change from the last
letter r to s to form Hróaldsdóttir.

14: Isaac Masters  New Name & New Device

Or, three piles to point azure

Documentation Provided:

<Isaac> Withycombe, p.164 attested to 1273 under heading Isaac.

<Masters>Bardsley, p.520 attested to 1616 under the heading Masters.

The following precedent was mentioned in commentary as a reason for return:

"[Angharad y Rhosyn ferch Rhain, 04/2003 LoAR, REast]

Bynames meaning 'lord', 'master', 'knight', etc., have been ruled to be presumptuous in multiple languages.
The reason is that use of these bynames is an "explicit assertion of rank", which is prohibited in RfS VI.1
cited above. However, unlike Master, Knight, etc., and their associated alternate forms found in the List of
Alternate Titles (http://www.sca.org/heraldry/titles.html), 'of the Rose' is not used as a title in the S.C.A.,
though it can be interpreted as claiming membership in the Order of the Rose. The key is whether such a
byname is an "explicit assertion of rank"."

While we would agree that the name <Master> would be returnable under this precedent, the submitted name is
<Masters>. The following precedent would be more relevant, considering the dating of the documentation to 1616:

"The discussion of the names of Lucia Visconti and Arianna Maria di Marchesi, reviewed in the April
Laurel meeting, sparked quite a bit of commentary, particularly as regards the strictures of Rules for
Submission VI.1. ... While both surnames Marchesi and Visconti are derived, in a more or less roundabout
fashion, from the Italian equivalents of Marquess and Viscount, they were also clearly documented as
surnames used by nonnobles. As a consequence, the applicable part of RfS VI.1. would be "Names
documented to have been used in period may be used, even if they were derived from titles, provided
there is no suggestion of territorial claim or explicit assertion of rank. For example, 'Regina the Laundress'
is acceptable but 'Regina of Germany' is not." In the cases here, both names have been documented to
have been used in period, and neither is used in such a way as to suggest either a territorial claim or an
assertion of rank. That being so, both names have been registered. [4/94c, p.2]"

Upon realizing this may be returnable as <Masters>, the submitter's consulting herald contacted the submitter and the
submitter will accept Masterson as an alternative surname.

<Masterson> is found in Bardsley on p.520 under the sn <Masters> Bardsley listed as <Dorothy Masterson>  temp.
Eliz. and <Cecily Masterson>  1583.

15: Keina Terrickdoutter  New Name

Submitter desires a feminine name.

http://www.sca.org/heraldry/titles.html


No major changes.
Sound (Kīna Terrics daughter) most important.

Documentation Provided:

<Keina> Academy of Saint Gabriel Report 1368

http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/publicbin/showfinal.cgi?1368+0 dates Keina in England in 1202.

Reaney & Wilson s.n. <Cain> has <Keina mater Berte> date 1202 from Assize Rolls  Lincolnshire. It appears to be
either an English or Welsh woman's given name.

< Terrickdoutter> Withycombe, p.278 sn:Theodoric, list <Terrick> as a derivative of <Theodorrir> and <Terriicus> as
a given name in 1273.

R&W, sn mentions a <Joan Tomdoutter> in 1379. From this we derive the construction <Terrickdoutter> meaning
`daughter of Terrick'.

Also, consider the following registration:

"[April 2008 LoAR, AAnsteorra]

Adena Terrickdoutter. Adena is the submitter's legal given name.

There was some question whether the name Terrick was a period form for this name. The name is
documented from Withycombe, The Oxford Dictionary of Christian Names, s.n. Theodoric. Its registerability
relies on this statement: "The usual Middle English form was Terry from Old French Thierry, or Terrick." The
placement of the comma forces us to interpret this statement as "Terry and Terrick are the usual Middle
English forms and are derived from the Old French Thierry." While we have no other documentation for
Terrick before 1650, we will give the submitter the benefit of the doubt that Withycombe's statement here is
accurate."

Given this ruling, we believe this is registrable and the submitter uses the same documentation as listed in this ruling.

16: Kolfinna in kyrra Óttarsdóttir  New Name & New Device

Argent, an otter statant maintaining in its mouth a fish azure

Submitter desires a feminine name.
Language (Norse) most important.
Culture (Norse) most important.
Meaning (gentle) most important.

Documentation submitted:

<Kolfinna>  Geirr Bassi page 12 Old Norse woman's given name.

<in kyrra>  Geirr Bassi page 25 Old Norse adjective byname inn kyrri 'quiet, gentle' and in kyrra in a woman's name.

<Óttarr> ibid p14 lists <Óttarr> as a ON men's given name. This name in the gentive case forms the submitted
patronymic <Óttarsdóttir>.

17: Kormákr væringi Mikjálsson  New Name & New Device

Or, a sledgehammer between two women addorsed, the dexter maintaining a drinking

http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi?1368+0


horn and the sinister maintaining an apple, sable

Documentation Submitted:

<Kormákr>  Geirr Bassi page 13 is a men's Old Norse given name of Irish origin. (Actually
from Cormac).

<væringi> is found on p. 720 of Cleasby, Richard and Guðbrandr Vigfusson. An Icelandic
English Dictionary. 2nd ed. Oxford: Clarendon. 1957. p. 720 s.n. <væringi> dated 1010 and 1050 AD. It can be viewed
online at http://books.google.com/books?id=HkJXAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA720. This is translated as the Varangian and
would be an occupational byname.

<Mikjáll>  Geirr Bassi p 13 lists <Mikjáll> as an ON given name. This name in the genitive case forms the submitted
patronymic <Mikjálsson>.

Originally submitted as <Kormakr Mikjálsson>, it was changed in Kingdom to avoid an aural conflict with Cormac
Michelsone October of 2006 (via Gleann Abhann). The submitter's consulting herald stated in commentary that the
submitter wished his name to be changed to <Kormákr væringi Mikjálsson>.

18: Laura Synger  New Name

Submitter desires a feminine name.

Documentation Provided:

<Laura>  Withycombe pg 191 sn <Laura> lists the submitted form as "fairly common from the end

of the 12th century." The name also appears in Late Sixteenth Century English Given Names by Talan

Gwynek located at http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/eng16/eng16ffreq.html, with the same form,

<Laura>, demonstrating the name's use from the 12th to 16th century.

<Synger> Bardsley pg 692 sn <Singer> gives "1583 <John Synger> and <Joane Burton> : St. Dionis Backchurch, p.
10."

19: Mabry Gardiner  New Name & New Device

Vert, a bend azure fimbriated between a garb and a lamb passant argent

Submitter desires a feminine name.
No changes.

Documentation submitted:

<Mabry>  We were unable to locate an example of Mabry in our standard sources as a
given name. A search of the IGI extracts turned up 2 instances of <Mabry> as a greyperiod
surname in 1628 and 1632. We also found the spelling <Mabre> in our period, in 1585.

EDETH MABRY Female Marriages EDMONT OSMONT 16 NOV 1628 Holnest, Dorset, England Batch M004061
ANNE MABRE Female Christening: 27 JUN 1585 Saint Botolph Bishopsgate, London, London, England. THOMAS
MABRE Batch: P001611
JEAN MABRY Male Christening: 19 AUG 1632 Walloon Or Strangers Church, Canterbury, Kent, England Batch:
C049021.

http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/eng16/eng16ffreq.html
http://books.google.com/books?id=HkJXAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA720


The following precedent allows the use of surnames as a given name in later period English names. We feel that with
the grey period <Mabry> and the period <Mabre>, and the below precedent, that <Mabry> should be plausible as a
late period given name.

[April 2010 LoAR AEast]

Alton of Grimfells. Name.

Alton is the submitter's legal middle name. Middle names are registerable by type: if it is structurally a
given name it can be used as a given name, but if it is structurally a surname it can only be used as a
surname.

In this case, the LoI also documented Alton as an English surname dated to 1508. The LoI also
documented a pattern of English surnames being used as given names in the second half of the 16th C
and early 17th C. Therefore, Alton is registerable as an English surname used as a given name following
this late 16th C practice.

Note: Registerability of surnames used as a given name under this practice is limited solely to the context
of this practice. Specifically, the surname must be documented as a 16th C English surname form. It will be
evaluated for compatibility with the rest of the name in the same manner as a given name documented as
a 16th C English given name.

<Gardiner> is documented from Bynames Found in the 1296 Lay Subsidy Rolls of Rutland, England (occupational
names) by Karen Larsdatter (Karen Harris) at http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/Rutland/occupations.htm It is listed
as sn. gardener with one instance of Gardiner.

We acknowledge that this is a SFPP for temporal disparity > 300 years.

20: Victor Meurisse  New Name

Submitter desires a masculine name.
Culture (late period France) most important.

Documentation Provided:

<Victor>  From "French Masculine Names from 1601 "by Aryanhwy merch Catmael (Sara L.Uckelman) found at
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/french/1601masc.html. <Victor> is listed with 2 instances.

<Meurisse>  From "Surnames from Artois", 1601 by Aryanhwy merch Catmael found at
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/french/1601sur.html lists <Meurisse> with 2 instances.

I would like to thank the following gentles for their assistance in preparing this letter: Tostig Logiosophia, Eirik
Halfdanarson, Magnus von Lubeck, Gunnvor silfraharr, Gawain of Miskbridge, Vyolante Drago do Porto, Adelaide de
Beaumont, Aritê gunê Akasa, Sorcha ni Fhaolain, Dietrich Strobelbart, Da'ud ibn Auda, Ioannes Dalassenos, and
Konrad Nowak.

This concludes our Letter of Intent.
In service,
Eirik Halfdanarson
bordure@herald.ansteorra.org

OSCAR counts 15 New Names, 8 New Devices and 1 New Badge. These 24 items are chargeable, Laurel should
receive $72 for them. OSCAR counts 1 Resub Device. This item is not chargeable. OSCAR counts 1 Blanket
Permission to Conflict, 1 Exchange of Primary and Alternate Name and 1 Release of Badge. These 3 items may or

http://heraldry.sca.org/names/french/1601sur.html
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/french/1601masc.html
http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/Rutland/occupations.htm


may not require payment. There are a total of 28 items submitted on this letter.


